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How do you
find a publisher who
is right for you?
Naturally, we’d like
to suggest that we
are. But depending
on the type of book
you want to write,
we may not be the
best choice if your
book is not a match
to our list. Speaking
more generally, your
choice of publisher
can make a big
difference in the
quality and
marketability of
your book. In this article, help you think through some criteria to consider in your search.

Similar Titles
Does the publisher publish titles that are similar to yours? This is an indication that
they can market your book. Also look on your own bookshelf. Who is publishing the types
of books you want to write? That is no guarantee that they will publish your book, of
course. But it’s a good starting place.

Production Quality
Something else to consider is the quality of other books they have published: paper,
binding, and cover art. These things all make a difference in how readers perceive your
book. You don’t want someone to decide not to buy your book because it looks so tacky.

Length of Production Cycle
Publisher’s production cycle is also important to consider. Production cycle is how
long it takes from the time you turn in your manuscript to when it is ready to sell. Eight to
nine months is fairly typical. I’ve had production cycles range from 2 months to 19 months.
Ask a potential publisher this directly. If you know anyone who has published with them,
ask them as well.

Backlist Sales
How long does the potential publisher keep books in print? Do they still sell books
that are a few years old? Older titles are known as a publisher’s “backlist.” Over the

lifecycle of a book, backlist sales can be significant. So you may want to steer clear of
publishers who seem to publish, and then dump significant numbers of titles.

Conclusion
The initial search for a publisher can be intimidating. But remember that publishers
want to find talented writers. Be prepared to talk about your project when the opportunity
presents itself. Be enthusiastic and accessible. And try to relax. Believe it or not, pitching
book ideas can actually be fun. And one day, someone will think your book is just what they
are looking for.
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